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Zero Trust:
The Ultimate Defense
Against Ransomware
Evolving ransomware attacks
bypass traditional network security
As users, applications, and data have broken free from the
perimeter over the past two years, the scope and impact
of ransomware has accelerated. Individual attackers have
been usurped by groups who buy and sell each others’
specialized skills and toolkits. Attacks that were once
broad and one-dimensional now use targeted, multilayered tactics that are nearly impossible to stop with
legacy castle-and-moat security architectures.
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Prevent Data Loss

Prevent attacks with
AI-powered protection

Stop lateral movement with
comprehensive zero trust policy

Prevent data theft with
complete data loss protection

Eliminate the attack surface
Apps are invisible to the internet,
can’t be discovered or attacked

User to app segmentation
Directly connect the right user to the right
resource, never the network with true zero
trust network access controls

Inspect all content for data loss
Robust proxy architecture with inline DLP
policies for users, servers, workloads, IoT
and OT Systems stops data loss

Workload to workload segmentation
Extend zero trust access to workload
communications for hybrid and
multi-cloud environments

Identify and classify sensitive data
Advanced exact data match and
document fingerprinting ensure the most
critical data is found and protected

Find the most sophisticated
attackers with deception
Rapidly identify and stop the most
advanced attackers with decoys and lures
planted holistically across the enterprise

Secure SaaS data
Prevent oversharing and discover
sensitive data-at-rest with best-in-class
integrated CASB capabilities

Complete content inspection
Terminate every connection for full
in-line inspection of all traffic, including
SSL at scale, with a proxy architecture
Protect Public Cloud resources
Fix misconfigurations to prevent
unauthorized access to cloud resources

Zero Trust: The Most Effective
Strategy for Ransomware Protection
Superior ransomware prevention:
Inline inspection of all traffic for today’s mobile and
cloud-first enterprises, minimizes the attack surface,
and eliminates lateral movement.

Leapfrog traditional solutions:
Zero trust offers a completely different approach to
traditional castle-and-most network security architectures
by directly connecting users to apps, never the network.

Security that enables the business:
Cuts complexity and cost with an entirely cloud-delivered
security model that eliminates traditional infrastructure
and supercharges business agility and user experience.

Business and security outcomes
of adopting Zero Trust

Unrivaled risk reduction

Faster time-to-value

Better value

Eliminates the attack surface and
lateral movement with superior
cyberthreat and data protection

Deployed as a true cloud services
with zero infrastructure, get up
and running in <24 hours

Eliminates security
point products and
simplifies operations

35x

Deployed

70%

reduction in
infected machines

10k+
users
in <48 hours

Want to learn more about how to safeguard your
enterprise with the industry’s most comprehensive
ransomware defense? Download the eBook.

Read the eBook LONG-ARROW-RIGHT

*According to Cybersecurity Ventures, "Global Ransomware Damage Costs Predicted To Exceed
$265 Billion By 2031."
Source: https://www.unitrends.com/solutions/ransomware-education
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